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DOING
WHAT
COUNTS.
“What is important to us, we put
into action. When it comes to finding better solutions for customers,
greener practices or more togetherness, we know the challenges facing
the postal and logistics industry
and actively address these issues.
Our goal is to deliver measurable
results.”

Find out more on
p. 4ff

GEORG PÖLZL
CEO, Chairman of the Management Board

“We did what
COUNTED in the
second year of
the pandemic and
showed that we
were on the right
path.”

Österreichische Post AG
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“In 2021, we were able
to IMPROVE our finan
cial position while also
keeping our employees
healthy and safe.”

PETER UMUNDUM
Member of the Management Board
Parcel & Logistics

WALTER OBLIN
Deputy CEO
Mail & Finance

“We have a CLEAR
PLAN for making
our fleet carbon
neutral.”

Constantly improving.

AUSTRIAN POST
at a glance

Austrian Post is an international postal, logistics and service
provider which is central to Austria’s economy. The company
is firmly focused on the very highest quality and offers a
comprehensive product and service portfolio to provide the
best possible match for current customer needs. Austrian
Post groups its operations into three divisions: Mail, Parcel
& Logistics and Retail & Bank. The company also has an
international presence, operating in the markets of Germany,
seven countries in Central and Eastern Europe, and Turkey.

Group Key Figures
EUR

2,519.6m

revenue

+14.9%

more than 270%
total shareholder return
(May 2006 – May 2021)

EUR

EUR

dividend per share

investments (excl. IFRS 16)

1.90

The attractive dividend policy will be continued.

182.8m

In addition to the parcel business, a focus of the investments
was on the ongoing capital expenditures in the vehicle fleet
(expansion of electromobility), in office equipment and in
capacity expansion.

EUR

14.0%

204.7m

Solid equity ratio without borrowing funds

Further improvement in earnings thanks to strong parcel growth

equity ratio

earnings

Österreichische Post AG
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9,963

17,654

2,418

35.1%

vehicles

electric vehicles

employees
(FTE)

female employees in
management positions

Our Presence in Austria

395

company-operated
branches

1,362
postal partners

6

14,449

10

494

mail logistics
centres

parcel logistics
centres

letter boxes

pick-up stations

Our Austrian Customers

8.9m

615m

2.9bn

4.8m

184m

72

people

households
and companies

letters

parcels and express
mail items

direct mail items and
media post

points – the average
CSI value

Constantly improving.

INTEGRATED STRATEGY 
Moving forwards with our integrated corporate and sustainability strategy.
We act sustainably and focus on the needs of our customers. We live diversity.
That’s the guiding principle for everything we do.

3 STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS

2
1
Defending Market
Leadership and
Profitability in the
Core Business

Profitable Growth
in Near Markets

Sustainability, diversity
and customer o
 rientation
as guideline for all
activities

3
Development of Retail
and Digital Offerings for
Private Customers and
SMEs

3 DIMENSIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY
	ECONOMY &
CUSTOMERS
Commercial success
driven by sustainable
and customer-centric
services

	ENVIRONMENT &
CLIMATE
Decarbonisation of
logistics thanks to environmental efficiency at
all stages of the value
chain

	PEOPLE &
SOCIAL
Top employer providing
a safe and respectful
working environment
and a commitment to
social responsibility

Österreichische Post AG
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OUR PURPOSE

WE ALWAYS DELIVER A SOLUTION.

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

OUR VALUES

We are more than just a
postal service.
We are a pioneer
successfully connecting
people and markets with
the world of tomorrow.

Closer than anyone else.
We make connections
every day and are always
improving. We are committed to providing
practical and sustainable
services, both online and
in person.

We are yellow.
We are green.
We are colourful.

OUR CULTURE

JOY
Joy is expressed in the
form of enthusiasm for
one’s work and having
fun with colleagues,
even when things get
stressful. Our working
environment is characterised by diversity,
openness, appreciation
and humour. Managerssupport joy through
proactive feedback and
recognition.

US

PERFORMANCE

PURPOSE
Purpose is what we experience through our important contribution to the
country, the people and
the environment. We are
united by our focus on
diversity and sustainability. We recognise the purpose of our own activity
because managers explain
theWHY and HOW well.
We areall open to continuous learning.

Together we deliver top performance and sustainable
results. For us, this means approaching our tasks with
motivation. Managers shape the work environment
through commitment and empathy in a waythat positively promotes the achievement of goals. We all strive
to make our contribution to joint success and develop
ourselves.
  T
 o find out more about Austrian Post’s
mission statement, see p. 63

Constantly improving.

2030 SUSTAINABILITY MASTER
PLAN
ECONOMY &
CUSTOMERS
Sustainable and customer-focused products and
services

Sustainability, diversity
and customer orientation as guideline for all
activities

ENVIRONMENT &
CLIMATE
Environmentally friendly
and energy-efficient logistics and operations

PEOPLE & SOCIAL
Top employer with diverse
staff and a commitment to
social responsibility

Österreichische Post AG

Material Topics
appearance & services for private cus1 Sustainable
tomers
Increase in customer satisfaction Strengthening Austrian Post in public perception and seamless customer experience

Sustainable mail & parcel products
2  
Developing products and services in line with social and environmental requirements
Sustainable procurement
3  
Best practices for sustainable procurement among ATX companies
ustainable governance & compliance
4 SBest
practices for sustainable governance & compliance among ATX companies
takeholder value
5 SCreating
value for our stakeholders in the short, medium and long term
Green & efficient mobility
6  
Mobility based on renewable low-carbon energy
reen & efficient buildings
7 G
Develop and operate our buildings with a focus on eco-efficiency
esource-efficient processes
8 R
Make sure our processes are efficient in terms of resources
ircular economy
9 C
Contribute to the circular economy
orporate and work culture
10 C
Enhance corporate and leadership culture
Integrated diversity management
11  
Prioritise diversity and equal opportunity
Occupational health and safety
12  
Focus on health and safety
igital responsibility
13 D
Meet customer expectations, minimise risks and ensure compliance with data
protection legislation

Social dialogue & cooperation
14 
Make a positive impact on society through dialogue and cooperation

SDGs

08_09
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
We have been a member of the UN Global Compact since 2007 and we orient
our activities in regard to human and labour rights, environmental protection and anticorruption to its principles. By committing to the Global Compact, we have also signed up to the 17 global goals of the United Nations, the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Our measures and programmes are
actively contributing towards achieving nine of the 17 sustainability goals.

SDG 3: Ensure
healthy lives and promote well-being for all
at all ages

SDG 7: Ensure access
to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern
energy for all

SDG 5: Achieve
gender equality and
empower all women
and girls

SDG 8: Promote
sustained, inclusive and
sustainable economic
growth, full and productive employment and
decent work for all
SDG 10: Reduce inequality within and among
countries

SDG 13: Take urgent
action to combat climate
change and its impacts
S
 DG 16: Promote just,
peaceful and inclusive
societies
S
 DG 17: Strengthen
the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable
development

SDG 12: Ensure sustainable consumption
and production patterns

Austrian Post makes a contribution to the
global goals of the United Nations.
Find out more
p. 25ff
on
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MATERIAL
TOPICS 

Find out more
p. 22
on

Materiality analyses are an important tool for identifying key sustainability action areas for Austrian Post and its stakeholders. We updated
our materiality matrix in the reporting year as part of the update to our
strategy.
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Economy & Customers
1

2
9
13
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11

3
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6
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7 + 8

	 Sustainable appearance &
services for private customers

5

EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER

2

2

Environment & climate

3

4

5

People & social

6

Green & efficient mobility

10

Corporate & work culture

7

Green & efficient buildings

11

Integrated diversity management
Occupational health & safety

2

Sustainable letter & parcel products

8

Resource-efficient processes

12

3

Sustainable procurement

9

Circular economy

13

4

Sustainable governance &
compliance

5

Stakeholder value

14

Digital responsibility
Social dialogue & cooperation

Constantly improving.

The current situation has
triggered profound changes in
the logistics sector in which
Austrian Post operates. We are
responding to these changes
by proactively developing new
solutions and sustainable ideas, while keeping our focus on
the needs of our customers.

ECO
NOMY
Find out more
on p. 42

2.0

& CUSTOMERS

S

Österreichische Post AG
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more parcels were sent in Austria than
in the previous year

A STEP AHEAD
Expanding
the Logistics
Infrastructure
We need an effective and modern logistics infrastructure due
to the rise in parcel volumes,
increasingly demanding customer requirements and intense
competition. Austrian Post has
already invested hundreds of
millions of euros, and further
large investments are in the
pipeline.

Find out more on
�

Green roofs
on logistics centres
create new habitats for
animals and plants

p. 51ff

Constantly improving.

Interview with Sigrid Stagl

Ms Stagl, a lot of your scien
tific research deals with the
EU Taxonomy. Can you tell
us what is behind this reg
ulation and what purpose it
serves?
STAGL The EU Taxonomy is one of the
measures defined in the EU’s Sustainable
Finance Action Plan. Its purpose is to define

What does the Taxonomy
mean for companies?

the EU’s criteria for sustainability and provide a standardised classification system.

STAGL It makes it easier for companies

The Taxonomy has a significant role to play

to understand the impact they have and

in terms of the European Union meeting

monitor how effective their measures are.

its climate targets by 2050 and the Euro-

Companies can also use it to measure and

pean Green Deal. The standardised system

assess their own performance on the basis

and monitoring will prevent greenwashing,

of an EU standard. This makes it easier to

improve transparency and make it easier

compare them and differentiate between

to make environmentally friendly choices.

them. However, the multidimensional

A social taxonomy is also being developed

approach and need to systematically track

alongside the green EU Taxonomy.

impact is not without its challenges – it asks
quite a lot from companies, and there is
still quite a lot of uncertainty around at the
moment because it has just come into effect.
Nevertheless, every company committed to
doing business sustainably should take on
this challenge sooner rather than later.

�

Sigrid Stagl,
member of the
Austrian Post
Supervisory Board
and Professor at the
Vienna University
of Economics and
Business

Österreichische Post AG
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election mail items
were transported in 2021

In-home Delivery
and Pick-up
Service
The company partnered with
A1 and smart lock maker Nuki
to develop a solution which
allows delivery personnel to
drop off parcels in people’s
homes. The service was trialled between July and December 2021, and the findings
are being evaluated in 2022.

19

PCR tests were facilitated by
Austrian Post in 2021

Austrian Post has partnered with the Ministry
of Education, Science and
Research to handle the
logistics side of the COVID-19 testing process at
Austria’s schools. The company also handles logistics
for the City of Vienna’s
“Alles gurgelt!” pilot project,
the only one of its kind in
Europe.

14_15

Constantly improving.

�

Sandra Solar,
Strategic Projects,
Supply Chain & IT for
Group Procurement

long run despite the higher manufacturing costs. The difficulties, however, lie in
the areas where there are not yet any market-ready sustainable alternatives – in the
case of trucks, for example. It is key here
to work with other players to bring about
change on the market.

What ideas were developed
for sustainable purchasing
in 2021 and how are they
being implemented?
Interview with Sandra Solar

There is an old business
saying that goes “The profit
lies in purchasing” – doesn’t
that go against what sus
tainability is about, with the
high costs involved?

SOLAR

We had already started imple-

menting measures in Group Procurement
before 2021, in collaboration with the CSR
department, and have now incorporated
these into our general processes with the
help of a guideline on sustainable procurement. 80% of our main suppliers are set to
have recognised sustainability certification by 2025. We will pay particular attention to the transport sector and its carbon

SOLAR

No, quite the opposite. Sustaina-

footprint. On top of this, sustainability in

bility is usually worth it from an economic

the supply chain will continue to be a huge

perspective. With ecologically certified prod-

topic in the future as the expectations of

ucts you can reduce operating, maintenance

stakeholders and legislators rise.

and disposal expenses, making sustainable
products the most economic option in the

Österreichische Post AG
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The Future of
Austrian Post
Austrian Post opened its “branch of
the future” in the Simmering district
of Vienna in July. The innovative concept combines on-site offerings with
the digital world – with next-generation postal services, in-person advice
and convenient access to services
around the clock.
Find out more on  p. 45

In-branch
and Online:
More Services
Austrian Post provides an extensive portfolio for
customers in Austria through a network of 1,757
postal service points and an extensive range of
online services. It delivers parcels and letters,
connects people, provides them with advice
about energy and looks after their banking.
Find out more on  p. 48

Constantly improving.

OUR AIM
Sustainable appearance &
services for private customers
Increase in customer satisfaction, Strengthening
Austrian Post in public perception and seamless
customer experience

Sustainable letter & parcel products
Develop products and services in line with social and
environmental requirements

Sustainable procurement
Best practices for sustainable procurement among ATX
companies

Sustainable governance & compliance
Best practices for sustainable governance & compliance
among ATX companies

Stakeholder value
Create short-term, medium-term and long-term (i.e.
sustainable) value for our stakeholders

Österreichische Post AG

494
pick-up stations
with innovative
audio guides
Find out more on

p. 44
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First Land
Partner Site
Opened
Austrian Post established
the Land Partner Initiative in
2020 with 17 partner companies. The first Land Partner
in Ebenthal, Lower Austria,
was ceremoniously opened
on 24 March 2021.
Find out more on

24 7
The “branch of the future” com
bines personal advice and con
venient access to services
Find out more on

p. 44, 56ff

p. 56

Constantly improving.

ENVIRON
MENT
& CLIMATE
As a logistics company, Austrian
Post has a special responsibility to
the environment. That’s why we are
always hard at work developing new
solutions which make the process of
delivering parcels and letters even
more efficient and better for the environment. We are also committed to
making our buildings greener
and ensuring that all of our
deliveries are made
using electric vehicles
by 2030.
Find out more
p. 70ff
on

Österreichische Post AG
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DECISIVE ACTION

Interview with Paul Janacek
and Thomas Fellner

Austrian Post’s fleet
is going electric under
the “Green Graz” initia
tive. Could you give us an
update about how this pro
ject is going?
JANACEK: All of the delivery vehicles
used by the Graz delivery base have been
electric since September 2020. We have
provided 100% emission-free deliveries
for all parcel items in the city of Graz since
October 2021. In addition to proving that
it is possible to operate more than 140
charging stations at two sites, this project

↑

Paul Janacek,
Head of Group Fleet

showed that e-mobility has made the jump
to the mainstream and is the best possible
mode of transport for last-mile delivery.


�

Constantly improving.

� Interview, continued

What’s next? Will all of
our state capitals be going
green soon?
JANACEK: Austrian Post’s central ambition
is to ensure that all last-mile deliveries are
made by electric vehicles by 2030. Graz is
the first city in which we have achieved this.
We had around 2,400 electric delivery vehicles in operation at the end of 2021. We need

“Use of the LNG
truck since July
2021 has enabled
us to reduce emissions by around 5 t
CO2 compared to a
diesel truck.”
Thomas Fellner,
Head of National Transport Logistics at Austrian Post

around another 5,600 electric vehicles and
an adequate number of charging stations to
achieve this ambitious goal. Our focus will be
on state capitals and urban areas in general.
We are also trialling innovative electric vehicles with trailers with the aim of reducing
the amount of traffic in these areas.

In addition to switching to
electric vehicles, gaseous
fuels seem to offer a lot of
promising opportunities for
making Austrian Post’s fleet
of trucks more efficient.
What are Austrian Post’s
plans here?
FELLNER: Austrian Post’s first LNG truck
joined the fleet in July 2021. We will be
testing this new bridging technology using
liquefied natural gas as a fuel source until
hydrogen-powered and electric trucks are
widely available.

�

↑

Thomas Fellner
Head of National
Transport Logistics

Österreichische Post AG
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�

Gerhard Berger, LNG
Steering, and Peter
Umundum, Member
of the Management
Board, Parcel &
Logistics

During the trial, the new LNG truck will be
used for regional and nationwide deliveries
from bases in Vienna and Upper Austria.
This new truck will reduce our emissions
by around 5 t CO2 per year compared to a
diesel truck. In addition to being quieter, it
also produces less nitrous oxide and fewer

9

particulates. We intend to add more LNG
trucks to the fleet if the trial run goes well.
Austrian Post is particularly committed to
using green hydrogen and is involved in a
number of national and international working groups and initiatives in this area. Once
the technology and fuelling infrastructure
is sufficiently mature, Austrian Post will significantly ramp up its use of hydrogen-powered trucks to make its fleet of heavy goods
vehicles more sustainable.

Find out more
on  p. 76, 85

photovoltaic systems
deliver green energy
to Austrian Post

Constantly improving.

Interview with Wolfgang Grausenburger
and Marc Sarmiento

The circular economy is
becoming an increasingly
important issue for Austrian
Post as it focuses on “green”
or reusable packaging. What
do you think the role of the
circular economy will be
over the coming years?
GRAUSENBURGER: The ongoing boom
in e-commerce is increasing the amount
of disposable packaging that we all use. A
preliminary study of 4 sustainable packaging solutions conducted by the University of
Applied Sciences Upper Austria showed that
the most effective way to reduce emissions
is to establish a circular economy. This is the

10
CARBON NEUTRAL DELIVERY

approach that we want to pursue by developing solutions which go beyond our core
business. However, cutting edge and sustainable packaging is useless if it is hardly
used or not returned to the cycle. That’s why
we need to make sure the recipients are
aware of what to do. 

�

Österreichische Post AG

�

Marc Sarmiento
Head of Research &
Innovation
Parcel Austria

�

Wolfgang Grausen
burger
Head of Marketing for
Parcel Austria

What kind of solutions are you
working on at the moment?
SARMIENTO: We are currently testing four
different sustainable packaging solutions for
e-commerce in partnership with the University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria and
five retailers. These products are made from
renewable materials or recycled PET and can be
reused between 10 and 100 times. In 2022, we
will be looking at how suitable this packaging is
for shipping and the extent to which the solutions are accepted by customers. We also want
to determine if the cycles that we anticipate are
actually feasible in real life.

24_25

Constantly improving.

Sustainability
Projects in
Turkey
Aras Kargo’s initiatives
range from reforestation
through to cleaning up
coastal areas and using
electric vehicles to reduce
the company’s carbon footprint.
Find out more on  p. 76
Interview with Andreas Frey

Climate protection and real
estate go hand in hand. Tell
us a bit about how Austrian
Post’s base in Bruck an der
Leitha demonstrates this.

Green roofs
provide a home for
various species
of birds and wild
bees
Find out more on  p. 85

FREY: Our base in Bruck an der Leitha is all
about maximising synergies. In November
2020, it was the site for the first project that
we completed based on the THEKLA layout.
It combines common features of group and
parcel bases under a single roof. We will also
use the site to trial how photovoltaic systems, energy storage systems and e-mobility
can work together. The pilot project involved
outfitting the base with a 168 kWp photovoltaic system and a 134 kWh energy storage
system. The systems use solar power to

Österreichische Post AG
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�

Andreas Frey
Head of Sustainability & Building Compliance for Group
Real Estate

generate clean energy, which we use for our
growing fleet of electric vehicles and other
purposes.

Should we expect to see
PV systems on every roof
and heat pumps and energy
storage systems in use at all
of Austrian Post’s bases in
the near future?
FREY: Any new base which is actually owned
by Austrian Post will have a photovoltaic
system installed on the roof wherever possible. If it is not possible to install a PV system
immediately, the building will be designed so
that these facilities can be added later. Our
bases will also be designed to accommodate
energy storage systems, like our new base in
Grafenwörth. The Grafenwörth site also uses
a heat pump for heating. We also want to trial the use of an energy storage system that
uses hydrogen technology and are drawing
up plans for repurposing old batteries from
our electric vehicles for use as stationary
energy storage devices.

“We also want
to trial the use
of an energy
storage system.”
Andreas Frey
Head of Sustainability & Building Compliance for
Austrian Post

Constantly improving.

OUR AIM
Green & efficient mobility
Mobility based on renewable
low-carbon energy

Green & efficient buildings
Develop and operate our buildings
with a focus on eco-efficiency

Resource-efficient processes
Make sure our processes are efficient
in terms of resources

Circular economy
Contribute to the circular economy

Österreichische Post AG
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Austrian Post’s
Commitment to
Climate Action 
Austrian Post is an official
TCFD supporter

Austrian Post set itself a
science-based target in 2017
sciencebasedtargets.org

100

of Austrian Post delivery
vehicles in Graz are electric
→ Find out more on

p. 73, 82

Austrian Post is an EV100
member and has set itself an
electric mobility target

Constantly improving.

In its role as a service provider,
employer and Austrian company,
people are Austrian Post’s priority.
The company is equally committed
to representing the interests of its
customers, employees and society.

Find out more on
p. 88ff

PEOPLE
& SOCIAL

Österreichische Post AG

ENCOURAGE
UNITY
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80%

Ms Bruck, what is the
role of values in times
like these?

BRUCK: Everybody wants to get on
well with everybody else. In order to
achieve this and make sure that we
stay in that place, we need to ask
ourselves what our motivation is. Both
our employees and the people that we
are trying to attract in the “competition for talent” expect us to provide a
clear framework. That is why it is so
important for us to define and document more intangible issues like our
values, focus and culture, particularly
in times of rapid change. Austrian Post
used the company’s strategic revamp
as an opportunity to review and adapt
its mission statement and values. We
have also added a purpose (see p. 06)
which answers the question of “why”.
This kind of framework provides vital

↑

Manuela Bruck
Head of Corporate Communications

guidance for everybody in the company
and forms a foundation for our collective business operations.

�

Constantly improving.

� Interview, continued

4,000

What is Austrian Post doing
to develop a good corporate
culture?

employees were called to submit their
ideas for new approaches to working
together

BRUCK: In 2021, the Management Board

they want to see. Representatives of oper-

and strategic management team worked

ating units used qualitative focus groups to

with experts to redefine the corporate

reflect on the corporate culture and added

culture that we are looking to establish.

their own perspectives. This process allowed

Employees were also surveyed so that they

us to reach a broad consensus about the

could play a part in creating the culture that

changes that we needed to make in order
to transition from a culture of stability to
one that emphasises agility and flexibility.
Performance will remain a key issue for us
in the future – it is built into Austrian Post’s

Our new
vision

was developed in a
participatory process
involving employees
and executives. The
project was jointly
headed up by the HR
Development and
Corporate Communica
tions departments.

DNA. However, we are also seeing some
changes. Areas of our corporate culture
which would have been shaped by authority and order in previous decades are now
switching to a focus on joy and purpose.
Our next big job is to bring this culture to
life and take action to make it tangible for
everyone involved. Another important step is
developing behavioural anchors to guide our
conduct in specific situations. This is bound
to keep us busy for the whole year!

Österreichische Post AG
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A Flexible
Approach to
Parental Leave
How we manage parental leave has
a vital role to play when it comes to
striking a healthy work-life balance.
Austrian Post provides employees
with flexible job opportunities and a
range of measures including the parental leave manual, “parental leave
buddies” and regular meet-ups at
parental leave breakfasts.

Vaccination Drive
ing the pandemic in Austria and

Housing for
Austrian Post
Employees

protecting people’s health. It offers

The company is able to provide cheap

COVID-19, flu and TBE jabs. 6,750

accommodation for its employees

people have been vaccinated against

across Austria from a portfolio of hun-

COVID-19 as part of the company’s

dreds of housing options provided by

internal vaccination drive. These

a range of non-profit housing associ-

vaccinations are part of Austrian

ations. Austrian Post is able to speci-

Post’s varied programme of health

fy who the accommodation should be

measures, which also includes help-

leased to. However, the rental contract

ing employees to quit smoking and

is between the housing association and

providing eye exams.

the tenant. Any employee with a need in

Austrian Post’s vaccine bus is making a vital contribution to contain-

this area can contact their HR department for more information.

Constantly improving.

�

Martina Mader
Head of HR Development

corporate culture and are able to offer their
input. What has worked very well so far is
our New Normal Challenge and developing
New Normal game rules.


What do you have planned
for HR development over the
next few years?
MADER: We have a wide range of ideas
in the works. One thing we want to do is
Interview with Martina Mader

You are responsible for
human resources develop
ment. What does the new
corporate culture mean for
your work?

enhance our feedback processes and survey
our employees more regularly on a random
basis. We are also currently planning to offer
training at a new logistics academy for distribution, the logistics centres and transport
logistics. We will push our apprentice training and our train-the-trainer programmes,
and promote internal careers even more. We
will also expand our HR development pro-

MADER: We will be offering new courses at

grammes further, as Austrian Post offers a

the Executive Academy, and will update our

wide range of career opportunities.

leadership model and 360-degree feedback
guidelines. Our new vision should be reflected in all our HR development measures. It
is important to us that our employees are
involved in the process of determining our

Österreichische Post AG
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In Dialogue
with Society –
First Green
Postal Day in
Vienna

↑

Georg Pölzl, CEO
and Magnus Brunner, Federal Minister
of Finance (former State Secretary in the
Federal Ministry for Climate Action)

Austrian Post invited over 130 stakeholders to Vienna in October to discuss
climate action. The day focused on
modern mobility, handling resources
efficiently and the energy transition.
Find out more on  p. 94

Recognised for Gender Equality
The Federal Ministry for Digital and
Economic Affairs awarded Austrian Post
the “equalitA” quality seal for gender
equality within the company in the year
under review.

Constantly improving.

OUR AIM
Corporate & work culture
Enhance corporate and leadership culture

Integrated diversity management
Promote diversity and equal opportunity

Occupational health & safety
Focus on health and safety

Digital responsibility
Meet customer expectations, minimise risks and ensure
compliance with data protection legislation

Social dialogue & cooperation
Make a positive impact on society through dialogue
and cooperation

Österreichische Post AG

App for Food
Coupons
Food coupons are some of the
post.sozial association’s most
popular offerings. Austrian Post
began the process of digitalising
these coupons in 2021. A new app
was released in February 2022 to
replace printed coupons.
Find out more on

p. 94
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Employees
from Different
Countries 

4,994
95

Austrian Post’s employees come from

different countries
(not including Austria)

post.sozial
2021 

9.6
m
5.2EUR
m
EUR

total material resources

 elfens.wert:
h
food coupons worth

Constantly improving.

RATINGS
AND AWARDS

Österreichische Post AG

1

MSCI ESG RESEARCH
The MSCI Environmental, Social

recognised for its close collaboration with
suppliers in their work on climate protection.

and Governance Rating rates companies in
line with the best-in-class approach within
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4

the industry. In 2021, Austrian Post was
repeatedly awarded the top rating, AAA. The
expansion of the electric vehicle fleet, the

S
 & P GLOBAL CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
ASSESSMENT
In 2021, Austrian Post actively par-

company’s attractive remuneration system,

ticipated in S&P Global’s Corporate Sustain-

the employee retention programme and

ability Assessment (CSA) for the first time.

good, solid business management structures

The CSA is considered one of the world’s

were highlighted by MSCI.

leading sustainability benchmarks and is

2

characterised by a comprehensive indus-

ISS ESG

try-specific questionnaire. Austrian Post

ISS ESG is one of the world’s leading

was awarded a score of 54 out of 100 for

rating agencies in the field of sustainable

2021. This puts Austrian Post in the 85th

investments. We were awarded the prime

percentile within the Transport & Transport

status rating in the ESG corporate rating

Logistics sector, meaning that 85% of the

2020 for our sustainability activities. With

companies assessed had a maximum ESG

this prime rating, we rank among the leading

score that was the same or lower.

transport and logistics companies in terms
5

of sustainability.
3

CARBON

PROJECT

DISCLOSURE

VIGEO EIRIS (V. E)
Vigeo Eiris (V.E) is one of the biggest

sustainability rating agencies specialising
in assessing companies’ ESG performance.

The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)

In 2021, it ranked Austrian Post as “Robust”

is the world’s largest database of corporate

with a score of 59 out of 100. This puts Aus-

environmental and climate information, and

trian Post in a very good sixth place out of

is used extensively by capital market par-

42 peers in the Transport & Logistics sector.

ticipants to evaluate potential investments.
We were awarded a very good rating of A- in
2021. This recognition not only underscores
our transparent environmental reporting but
also serves as evidence of the quality of the
climate protection measures initiated. Austrian Post was also included in the Supplier
Engagement Leaderboard in 2021 and was



�

Constantly improving.

6

SUSTAINALYTICS

9

Sustainalytics is one of the most
well-known ESG rating agencies and

HERMES

VERKEHRS.
LOGISTIK.PREIS
In 2021, Austrian Post was awarded

assesses companies’ sustainability risks.

the HERMES Verkehrs.Logistik.Preis in the

Because of its strong sustainability manage-

Sustainability category for its “Emission-free

ment efforts, Austrian Post was classified as

City Logistics in Graz” project. This prize is

“low risk” (15.7 out of 50 risk points) in 2020,

awarded to companies which are investing

putting the company ahead of its peers.

in education, sustainability and security. It

7

EFFECTIVE

SUSTAIN
ABILITY COMMUNICATOR
AWARD
Austrian Post came second in the

Effective Sustainability Communicator
Austria Award 2021. The evaluation process
involved analysing the sustainability reports

focuses on pioneering supply chain solutions
which are developed and successfully rolled
out by companies.
10

STATE

PRIZE FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL AND
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
The 2021 State Prize for Environ-

published by ATX-listed companies and their

mental and Energy Technology was awarded

coherent reporting on sustainability across

by the Federal Ministry for Climate Action &

all communications media. The award was

Environment. Austrian Post was at the fore-

presented by the consultancy firm Kirch-

front with its “Emission-free City Logistics

hoff Consult and the HHL Leipzig Graduate

in Graz” project. This innovative project was

School of Management.

recognised as one of the top three in the

8

A
 USTRIAN SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING AWARD
In 2021, Österreichische Post AG was

given an Austrian Sustainability Reporting
Award (ASRA) in the “Major Companies and
Organisations” category for the quality of its
sustainability report. The ASRA is awarded
to Austrian companies which act out what
sustainable business looks like in practice and provide transparent sustainability
reports.

“Environment & Climate” category.

Österreichische Post AG

CONTACT
AND LEGAL NOTICE 
Publisher and Media Owner
Österreichische Post AG
Rochusplatz 1, 1030 Vienna, Austria
T: +43 577 67 0
E: info@post.at
FN: 180219d, Commercial Court of Vienna
Contact
CSR & Environmental Management
E: csr@post.at
I: post.at/csr
Concept and Design
Berichtsmanufaktur GmbH, Hamburg, Germany
Project Management, Editing, Organisation/Coordination
Österreichische Post AG;
Berichtsmanufaktur GmbH, Hamburg, Germany
Photography
Ian Ehm, Vienna
Andreas Jakwerth, Vienna
Österreichische Post AG

Detailed information can be found in the 2021
annual and sustainability reports, and under:
post.at/ir; post.at/csr
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Constantly improving.

post.at/csr

CONSTANTLY
IMPROVING.

